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Broken Doll

So You ve Wanted to Fix Me All Along

By Anniel HAO

One reason for the massive amount of resonance the audience has with the boy in the musical is
WANG s candor. She remembers, While first writing this play, I wanted the boy to be bullied. Those I
was working with didn t like it so much and wanted me to change it. But after thinking about it, I insisted
on keeping it. It is indeed an uncomfortable part, but it s a real part of that boy s life. Insisting on keeping
it was one thing, but after so many performances, she became unsure as to whether keeping it had been
the right thing to do and whether it was creating a psychological burden for the audience. After much
hesitation and struggle to make a decision about this honest part of the play, she again decided to leave
it in.
Even though he has Moebius syndrome, he is still a child, so he fails to see he is different until other
people tell him so. Though the melody is warm, like a lullaby, the lyrics express the mother s shame,
which becomes buried in her son s heart. When he sees how hard his father has worked to remedy his
problem, he finally realizes that he is indeed broken in the eyes of others.At the end of the song, the
music is powerful as the son keeps saying, I m not broken. WANG s heart always breaks when she
hears it.
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The four fun comes from Northern Song poet WANG Zhu`s poem Four Fun. Life and dramas resemble
each other, and FourFun Theater seeks to move people with events in daily life using the power of
drama and music.
Since its founding in 2014, FourFun Theatre has focused on musical performances and called
themselves an art platform. They seek to explore diverse possibilities for artists in Taiwan through
inviting performing artists from other fields to collaborate. Their long-term collaboration partners
include artists specializing in multi-media, musical, puppet show, pop/classical music, and pop/classical
dance; their cross-collaboration works have been well-received. Their musicals include A-Dong’s Story
Box, The All-Purpose Bento Case, The Poker Face Boy, Adam's Bizarre Adventure of Lost Voices, and Before
Landing.

Synopsis

If everyone could choose the family they were born into, what kind of family would you want? What if it
weren t how you d imagined it to be? What would you do? A boy wants nothing more than an ordinary,
happy life with his family, but he was born with a neurological disorder called Moebius Syndrome ,
which makes him show nothing on his face. Due to this incurable disease, the whole family's life revolves
around him. His mother s self-blame, his sister s grievance and his father s desperation eventually
overwhelm the boy. I suppose your life would be easier without me, right? Just when the boy decides
to leave in despair, a mysterious young man shows up in front of him...

Creative Notes

In the modern medicine, we often describe successful cures as defeating disease or beating cancer.
It seems that in our hearts, we still use military metaphors such as fighting a battle to speak about
illness. Under this concept, when we use words as encouragement, we inevitably and unintentionally
end up piling more pressure on disease sufferers and their families: if giving up is surrendering, does
that mean I have to make more of an effort to get better or return to normal? If I don t get better in
this lifetime, does that mean that I m a loser for life? If a household has a child with physical deficiencies,
how difficult will it be to get past the guilt of losing at the starting line? Broken Doll the Musical doesn t
provide any specific answers. Instead, it only wants to ask an exceptional character this question: what
is considered perfection when we come into this world?

Lyrics

I Love You

Hsiao-Tien : When you were small, you had a doll. The doll s mouth could smile and its eyes could blink.
You were always hugging it and speaking to it.
Hsiao-Ting : I remember! It could say I love you, not like you.
Hsiao-Tien : One day, you carried the doll as you came home crying. You said your friends made fun of
me,telling you I wasn t like that doll.I thought, that doll must have broken! Don t cry, I ll fix it. I took glue
and glued its eyes. I took color pencils and drew its mouth. Don t cry, don t cry, I fixed it up good. Don t
cry, don t cry, I fixed it up good.
Hsiao-Ting : I remember I was very upset that day, I threw the doll onto the floor. You even came over
and took my hand, wiped away my tears. You said, Look! The doll has been fixed!
Hsiao-Tien: And then dad came in and saw that doll. He said, That doll looks just like Hsiao-Tien.
Hsiao-Ting: Then I shrieked at dad, I don t want a doll that looks like WANG Hsiao-Tien, because he
<Broken Doll>
Hsiao-Ting:
I once said that if I had a younger brother,
I definitely would protect him, I would take care of him, I would protect him
It s me that forgot
that I once spoke those words.
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Broken Doll the Musical is inspired by WANG Shih-ting, WANG Tien-yu
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